
www.scat.kz 8 (725) 2 998880

BOARDING PASS
Passenger Copy

NAME
ZWOLINSKASOTT / EWA

FLIGHT
741

FROM
NUR-SULTAN

TO
AKTAU

DATE
12SEP19

GATE BOARDING TILL
18:30

SEAT
18E

CLASS
O

SEQUENCE NUMBER
39

DEPARTURE TIME
19:00

E-TICKET
6552408857303

BOOKING
NDFWW

BAGGAGE
 Checked baggage

Your baggage, you can register at the departure airport at
the front desk no later than 45 minutes before departure.
For adults and children from 2 to 15 years on domestic
routes and from 2 to 12 years on international routes, the
weight of free baggage allowance per person is 20 kg + 5
kg hand carry baggage. Excess baggage is charged per
kilogram

 Carry-on baggage
You can take on board one piece of hand baggage
dimensions of not more than 55x40x20 cm and weighing
no more than 5 kg. In hand baggage must not be carried
sharps, flammable substances, liquids more than 100 ml.
With the rules of baggage you can visit the website www.
scat.kz

www.scat.kz 8 (725) 2 998880

BOARDING PASS
Airport Copy

NAME
ZWOLINSKASOTT / EWA

FLIGHT
741

FROM
NUR-SULTAN

TO
AKTAU

DATE
12SEP19

GATE BOARDING TILL
18:30

SEAT
18E

CLASS
O

SEQUENCE NUMBER
39

DEPARTURE TIME
19:00

E-TICKET
6552408857303

BOOKING
NDFWW

http://scat.kz
http://scat.kz


Travel Documents
You are responsible for having all valid travel documents required for your journey. A passenger must have a printed
boarding pass for going through the security control zone and being taking on board. For this passenger must print his
boarding pass or take it copy on a checkin counter not later than 40 min before flight departure. For more information
see: www.scat.kz

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Baggage check-in closes 40 minutes before departure. On arrival at the airport of departure to confirm attendance for the 
flight at the reception. In case of divergence the departure time on the ticket and boarding pass should be oriented 
according to the ticket or Alert change the time of departure. If a passenger refuses the flight it is necessary to delete 
flight check-in on the Airlines’ official web-site or at the check-in counter in the airport of departure. All questions related 
to online check-in may be addressed to scat@scat.kz

Thank you for flying with SCAT. We wish you a pleasant flight.



www.scat.kz 8 (725) 2 998880

BOARDING PASS
Passenger Copy

NAME
SOTT / JACEK

FLIGHT
741

FROM
NUR-SULTAN

TO
AKTAU

DATE
12SEP19

GATE BOARDING TILL
18:30

SEAT
18F

CLASS
O

SEQUENCE NUMBER
38

DEPARTURE TIME
19:00

E-TICKET
6552408857302

BOOKING
NDFWW

BAGGAGE
 Checked baggage

Your baggage, you can register at the departure airport at
the front desk no later than 45 minutes before departure.
For adults and children from 2 to 15 years on domestic
routes and from 2 to 12 years on international routes, the
weight of free baggage allowance per person is 20 kg + 5
kg hand carry baggage. Excess baggage is charged per
kilogram

 Carry-on baggage
You can take on board one piece of hand baggage
dimensions of not more than 55x40x20 cm and weighing
no more than 5 kg. In hand baggage must not be carried
sharps, flammable substances, liquids more than 100 ml.
With the rules of baggage you can visit the website www.
scat.kz

www.scat.kz 8 (725) 2 998880

BOARDING PASS
Airport Copy

NAME
SOTT / JACEK

FLIGHT
741

FROM
NUR-SULTAN

TO
AKTAU

DATE
12SEP19

GATE BOARDING TILL
18:30

SEAT
18F

CLASS
O

SEQUENCE NUMBER
38

DEPARTURE TIME
19:00

E-TICKET
6552408857302

BOOKING
NDFWW

http://scat.kz
http://scat.kz


Travel Documents
You are responsible for having all valid travel documents required for your journey. A passenger must have a printed
boarding pass for going through the security control zone and being taking on board. For this passenger must print his
boarding pass or take it copy on a checkin counter not later than 40 min before flight departure. For more information
see: www.scat.kz

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Baggage check-in closes 40 minutes before departure. On arrival at the airport of departure to confirm attendance for the 
flight at the reception. In case of divergence the departure time on the ticket and boarding pass should be oriented 
according to the ticket or Alert change the time of departure. If a passenger refuses the flight it is necessary to delete 
flight check-in on the Airlines’ official web-site or at the check-in counter in the airport of departure. All questions related 
to online check-in may be addressed to scat@scat.kz

Thank you for flying with SCAT. We wish you a pleasant flight.


